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Year of the Gemini

In Chinese astrology, 2013 ushers in the “Year of the Snake.” 
Those of you versed in the subject also know that it is the 
WATER Snake. The “new year” for the Chinese culture 

begins on February 10 – right on the verge of the Miami Boat 
Show... a coincidence? Well let’s look a little further... the Snake 
is a thinker, expect great advancements in science and technology 
during her reign. With the water element, this Snake become 
smarter than ever before! Seems quite appropriate that the new 
Gemini Legacy 35 would be born into such a year.

Humor me here, let’s do a little “East Meets West”... but 
first, a quick history lesson on how the Gemini got her name. 
Performance Cruising founder Tony Smith named the design 
after his wife (and mother of now company President, Laura 
Smith Hershfeld) Sue’s, birth sign. Bet you all thought it was 
because it has two “identical” on the outside yet “fraternal” on 
the inside hulls. Not everything is always as it seems... sounds 
like a fortune cookie!

When you combine eastern astrology of the Snake with 
the western zodiac sign of Gemini... you are, again, given a 
catamaran “personality” where everything is not as it seems! 
Gemini Snakes are very versatile intelligent thinkers, able to 
talk their way out of any situation, especially confrontations. 
They are witty and have a great sense of humor. Intellectual and 
always eager to learn, they are well-read individuals who have 
a wealth of knowledge pertaining to everything under the sun. 
They generally make great friends with their own unique take 
on matters and situations and try to dispense valuable advice 

and a listening ear when you need one. They are popular and 
navigate well in society.

Let’s compare a couple of Gemini’s enhancements to the 
personality profile just mentioned. The aft cockpit is much 
more user friendly, offering more space for social gathering and 
ease of maneuverability. Sugar scoop access is easily achieved 
by the complete redesign and reconstruction. It minimizes the 
effort of raising the dinghy as well as any water activities. 
Finally, the traveler has been relocated to the top of the hard 
top bimini, having all lines feed into the cockpit insures swift 
maneuverability of the boat... sounds like “great advancements 
in science and technology” along with being “popular” and 
able to “navigate well in society” to me!

This is why, we here at MULTIHULLS Magazine have re-
named 2013 the “Year of the Gemini!”
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2013 Gemini Legacy 35. New Build. Located in 
Alachua, Florida. Take 30 years of innovation in 
catamaran design, 40 years of the finest, most 
advanced research and development in American 
yacht manufacturing, passion, customer feedback, 
craftsmanship, and an entirely new, collaborative 
way of doing business and the result is stunning! Six 
Major Changes: Newly redesigned cockpit. Vastly 
improved visibility at the helm. Twin inboard 15HP 
Yanmar diesel engines. Fixed keels and rudders 
for a 34’ draft. New high efficiency catamaran rig. 
New standard layout with ‘”owners hull” or optional 
two cabin, two head version. Starting at $235,000

2012 Gemini 105Mc, Hull 1116. Best priced 
2012 Gemini Catamaran on the market. 3 cabins 
and an open, airy interior. Its 14’ beam fits in a 
standard slip and can be easily trucked overland. 
Centerboards allow for the upwind performance 
of a monohull. Freshwater cat that looks new but 
is prices as used. The layout is open and airy 
with large wrap-around windows throughout al-
lowing in plenty of natural sunlight. Three double 
staterooms, 1 head with electric flush toilet. Large 
master stateroom forward with a commanding 
view outside through a full length window, dinette 
converts to a 4th double bed. Located in Traverse 
City, Michigan. Asking $212,000

Contact jennifer.jolly@catamarans.com for more information

2012 Gemini 105Mc, Hull 1115. One of the last 
of the 105Mc a very well proven and popular 
catamaran. This yacht shows like new... and in fact 
with only 206 hours she is almost new. Standard 
Gemini 3 cabin 1 head. Entering the saloon you 
see a very comfortable area for eating and social-
izing. The galley is to starboard while a nav area 
and the large head is to port. Good headroom and 
welcoming ambiance is a feature Gemini owners 
always like. The Master cabin is forward with 
wonderful visibility. Dual Air Conditioners keep her 
civilized in summer. The lucky owner traded her 
on the new 35 from Gemini. This is your chance 
to save. Your family will Love this cat. Located in 
Annapolis, Maryland. Asking $229,995.

2010 Gemini 105Mc, Albatross Jr. Located in 
Cancun, Mexico. More info coming soon!

2011 Gemini 105Mc, Albatross III. Located in 
Cancun, Mexico. More info coming soon!
2010 Gemini 105Mc, White Star. WOW!!!! That’s 
all I can say! Many extras making this a true one 
of a kind. Be sure not to miss this fabulous 2010 
Gemini 105Mc catamaran for sale! Sails & Rigging 
extras: Screacher sail 400 square feet, 5.77 oz 
Challenge Marblehead Dacron with Spectra luff 
and UV Dacron cover, Shaefer #650 code ) furler, 
2:1 halyard with block, furling line lead block kit, 
Schaefer 11/2” track with traveler car and control 
ends. Spinlock XTS jam cleat for main halyard, 
drilled and tapped into mast. Three winch handle 
pockets, one at mast, two in cockpit by jib sheets. 
15: windex at mast head. Flag halyards on both 
spreaders, one on each lowest spreader using 
existing strap eyes includes mini blocks and line. 
Gemini logoed stackpack. Electronics Extras: VHF 
radio, Raymarine 55 US Channels with DSC. Stereo 
radio, CD, auxiliary input and interior speakers. 
Ray Marine Autopilot, wind, TriData instruments. 
Garmin 5212 chartplotter with radar, includes larger 
dash panel. Single Side Band Radio Receiver. 

Cell signal booster. Electric windlass with controls 
in cockpit, Lewmar Pro Fish 1000 12v windlass, 
up/down deck switches and rocker type guarded 
cockpit switch. Wireless Raymarine Smart Con-
troller Auto Pilot remote. Underwater lights, 2x 
bronze 100 watt Halogen lights wired to spare 
DC breaker, individually fused. Weems & Plath 
Weather station 12”Lx4.5”W, clock, barameter, 
thermometer, hygometer mounted on mahogany 
finished wood plaque. Echomaster Deluxe radar 
reflector attached to shroud. Located in Miami, 
Florida. Asking $189,999

2007 Gemini 105Mc, Sundaze. Don’t miss this 
opportunity! Magnificent views and an eas-
ily maneuverable layout make this an ideal 
catamaran for a variety of sailing conditions. 
With solar panels and propane appliances, this 
boat can stay unconnected from shore power for 
weeks at a time. Sundaze has a three-stateroom 
layout that comfortably sleeps 8 with the owners 
stateroom forward and two double berths aft to port 
and starboard. Standing headroom ranges from 6’ 
to 6’5” sleeping up eight guests. The dinette table 
in the main salon can be easily converted into a 
queen size berth for additional guest. Well kept, 
clean. Located in West Islip, NY. Asking $159,000.

2001 Gemini 105Mc, Second Wind. This Gemini 
105Mc is spacious, open and light with four over-
head hatches and opening cockpit windows provid-
ing plenty of ventilation. There is a panoramic view 
from every cabin, as well as the dinette, which is 
also on the same level as the cockpit. The Gemini 
offers good headroom and can sleep up to 8 with 
ample storage. Second Wind with her Westerbeke 
engine, sails, instruments, mechanical equipment 
and accommodations make a perfect match for a 
live-aboard or coastal cruiser, while the addition of 
the screacher, hull shape and centerboards allow 
unmatched performance. Located in Punta Gorda, 
Florida. Asking $125,000

Here is your opportunity to own a Gemini for yourself
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